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Comment text:
Broadstone and Merley together - brilliant at last Merley will have some excellent councillors. Merley
and Bearwood have nothing in common, not even a bus link which is disgraceful.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
I have just been informed that you intend to transfer me to the Creekmoor Ward. I strongly object
to this. I live half a mile from the centre of Broadstone village and use Broadstone shops and
facilities there. The councillors for Broadstone have always been very active, sharing information
and listening to concerns. The Creekmoor ward is about 2 miles away, across a main trunk route! I
have no knowledge of the Creekmoor councillors so am wary of being air-dropped into an
unsupportive area.
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Comment text:
Re: Bearwood and Kinson South.I would disagree with the suggestion that
residents east of Ringwood Road currently associate themselves with Bearwood. The area to the
east is clearly more Kinson than Bearwood. The main road makes a very clear distinction between
the two districts and should be used as the boundary. If you must split Bearwood from Merley then
leave Bearwood as its own ward which allows for the proposed significant developments both south
and north of the Magna Rd. Join South Kinson with North Kinson. This may require 1 or 2 additional
Councillors.
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Comment text:
As a family resident in Kingcup Close
we feel very strongly that Pinesprings should
remain in Broadstone. As in my letter of 16,December 2013 when boundary changes were being
considered, I wish to repeat our concerns. We use all of the Broadstone amenities, doctors, shops,
library, and various other businesses such as accountants, churches, clubs, and various other local
services.
bus service in to Wimborne for work purposes, and
I rely heavily on being close to shops and our many friends in
Broadstone. We, and our fellow residents and neighbours are part of a community which is part of
and strongly allied to Broadstone. We have a long standing and good relationship with our political
representatives with whom we have worked closely over the years on helping to make Broadstone
what it is today, a very happy and bonded community. Geographically Pinesprings is very much
within Broadstone and historically feels separated from Creekmoor by natural terrain and our road
system. Please record our very strong feelings about this issue, and our wish to remain in
Broadstone, and we hope the final outcome of this consultation will truly reflect our feelings and
concerns by Pinesprings remaining in Broadstone. Thank you.
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Comment text:
The portion of Christchurch central north of the A35 (Jumpers) should be transferred to Commons
as the A35 is a natural boundary and it splits the residental area of Jumpers unnecessarily. Buton
Grange ha a potrion south of the A35,. This would be outside the proposded Burton Parish council
area, so should be reoved from Burton Grange. Additionally, as the A35 acts s a natural boundary,
there is no continuity bettwen the areas north and south of the A35.
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Comment text:
I live in Highcliffe and the boundary proposal is fine as far as I am concerned. The name though is
neither alphabetical nor representative of the population size of each area. Perhaps a change of
name to Highcliffe & Walkford would be more appropriate.
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Comment text:
As a resident of Southbourne, I think the use of the term 'Poole Bay' to describe an area which is
some 9 miles away from Poole very confusing and misleading. I appreciate that from a coastal
perspective this stretch may be referred to as Poole Bay, but I don't think residents will see
themselves as living in the Poole Bay area.
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Comment text:
I disagree with this activity in total and recommend the voters be given a referendum. This of
course will not happen due to self serving activities of our non democratic local Junta.
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Comment text:
Having seen this, my only concern is that the new council might not seem to work out fare to
certain areas. IE: Christchurch might go with out because Poole or Bournemouth need something. I
hop that you have the same number of councillors and MPs for Poole, Christchurch and
Bournemouth so that the voters still have a chance of voting for there own area. I would hate to
see the small community projects disappear.
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Comment text:
I am initially happy with the naming convention.
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Postcode:
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Comment text:
We live off Pinesprings, Broadstone. Our daughters went to toddler group, playschool and school in
Broadstone. We use the shops, doctors surgery and pharmacies, library and leisure centre in
Broadstone. Our daughters have gone to Brownies, Guides and Rangers in Broadstone
and through these organisations have taken part in the Broadstone Christmas Parade.
. We are part of Broadstone and have no connection to
Creekmoor. Therefore, why would we wish to make decisions about things that happen in
Creekmoor whilst having no connection to Broadstone. We recently voted in the Broadstone
referendum.
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Comment text:
We can see no logical reason to include Pinesprings in the Creekmoor Ward, all the amenities we
require are situated in Broadstone, and supported by our Broadstone Councillors. How is a councillor
situated in Creekmoor going to protect, and fight for our interests in Broadstone ? We currently use
the Surgery, Chemist, Post Office, Church, Library, as well as the local shops. We are very happy
with all the services provided, and would be very sad at the loss of any . We would therefore wish
to be in a position to elect a Broadstone Councillor, who we can contact, and will understand and
deal with our concerns
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Comment text:
We have lived in Ribble Close
. We never go to Creekmoor and have always
used Broadstone for all our needs, and have always felt we are an integral part of the Broadstone
Community. It takes us no more than 10 minutes to walk up to Broadstone but would take a lot
longer to walk to Creekmoor. Our property is valued higher because it has a Broadstone postcode,
and we have no desire for anything to change. We feel strongly enough about this, that should our
ward boundary change to Creekmoor, we will no longer use our vote and after more than 40 years
of voting, this would be a real shame. We would appreciate you take our views into account when
making any decisions.
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Comment text:
We live in Pinesprings and our children attend Broadstone schools. Our doctors are in Broadstone.
We shop in Broadstone. We have no connection with Creekmore and strongly object to the proposed
boundery change. Resident of Cowslip Road
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Comment text:
Why will Canford Heath have a reduction of 1 councillor down to 3 when the population is
increasing?
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Comment text:
When are you going to publish details of councillors allowances and proposals for expenses?
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Comment text:
Why do we need 76 councillors fo 33 wards? Far too many
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Comment text:
First of all I do not support nor agree to the merger of the councils as it is yet another example of
the 'big is beautiful' philosophy - which it never is. Whilst a reduction in wards and, therefore,
councillors sounds attractive and cost effective I fear that residents will lose out by councillors not
being on hand in their wards. They will have to be contacted by an automatic phone line, won't
have time to reply to constituents letters/e-mails/texts and will not be able to hold the same
number of surgeries and, therefore, residents will lose the ability to speak to their councillors face
to face as regularly as they do now. From the councillors point of view their workloads will increase
tremendously so they won't be able to carry out all the duties they do now and could have health
and safety issues as a result. It is not clear what cot savings, if any, will ensue. Fewer councillors
substantial salaries will undoubtedly not be passed on in Council Tax reductions indeed because
there are fewer of them salaries will increase substantially to meet their increased workloads as will
the wages of the numerous backroom staff they will need whose numbers will also have to increase.
So it is a big no no from me.
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Comment text:
As a long-standing resident of Broadstone (I have lived here for 20 years), I would like to register
my objection to the proposed local government boundary changes. Although I do not live in the
proposed area earmarked for change, I feel very strongly that any residents living in these parts of
Broadstone, such as Pinesprings, Twin Oaks and York Road, are an integral part of the Broadstone
community and should remain within the local government boundaries of Broadstone. My principal
objection to the proposed changes is based on the loss of a voice within the community where
these residents live. They use the local shops, schools, churches, doctors surgeries and public
services of Broadstone, but under the proposed changes their views and opinions will be
represented not by a Broadstone councillor, but by one representing Creekmoor, which has its own
separate and very distinct community, shops, schools, churches, doctors surgeries and public
services. This will undoubtedly lead to the residents who are geographically within Broadstone
becoming disenfranchised and alienated from the community in which they live. I hope that you will
disregard the proposed realignment of local government boundary changes as one which is not only
unworkable, but which also will alienate a large proportion of the local community of Broadstone.
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Comment text:
We do not want to be part of this proposal. Let Christchurch remain independent from this
madness.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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Comment text:
Who thought of the name “Commons”? It means nothing to local residents and takes away our
identity. Something more relevant to our area please. Commons is a word that could be used
anywhere in the UK.
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Comment text:
Dear Sir/Madam, I am writing with refence to the proposed boundary review of the re-allocation of
the Pinesprings development within the southern boundary of Broadstone Ward. I cannot express
how strongly I feel that this proposed action should not take place. When I moved to the Poole
area 9 years ago after exploring different locations I set my heart on moving to Broadstone and
was lucky enough to move to Pinesprings
. Broadstone appealed to me for a number of
reasons, there is a fantastic feeling of community and belonging that can be hard to find in society
today. The high street has a lovely selection of shops and boutiques and I often walk the short
distance into the town along the trail way to go for lunch or dinner or a coffee. I was so excited by
the prospect of Marks and Spencers coming to our village and even in the last 2 years the increase
in dining options and individual boutiques has made the high street so appealing to visit and
therefore enhancing my quality of life. Last year I joined the Broadstone library for the first time
since I was a child as felt I had finally found a place where I wanted to set down roots and look
forward to receiving our newsletters which are filled with local Broadstone contacts and news. I
really enjoy the events that take place throughout the year especially the family fun day in July and
the Christmas Parade where the community comes together and celebrates. I have such a sense of
pride when family and friends visit and I can show them all the facets of Broadstone that I love
and am still discovering. I
took my puppy to training classes held in the War Memorial Hall
which was a brilliant way of meeting local people and am now discovering all the lovely walks
within the area including a beautiful heathland trail through Broadstone Golf Club. The Broadstone
councillors clearly care for their community as much as I do and to be able to vote for whom I feel
will represent our village and strive for the best for the residents is of vital importance to me. To
summarise I do not agree with the proposed changes to the southern boundary of the Broadstone
Ward, I moved to Broadstone to become part of the community of which I am now strongly
embedded and want to remain so. The proposed changes are both worrying and upsetting and
would deeply affect the lives of those who live within the Pinesprings development.
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Comment text:
I currently live in Pinesprings which comes under Broadstone. I do not feel it right for us to be
changed to Creekmoor. I do not use any facilities in Creekmoor. I work in Broadstone and use lots
of facilities including banking, shops cafes, post office etc.. I have no idea about Creekmoor
Councillors so would not be voting for them if this is changed.
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Comment text:
I am concerned that Twin Oaks Close, Broadstone is to become part of the Creekmoor Ward. Twin
Oaks Close is an easy short walk from the Broadstone shops, doctors' surgeries, post office,
schools, churches, library, recreation ground and other useful facilities. I use most of these myself
on a regular basis. I consider myself to be part of the Broadstone community and feel that my
interests would be best served by being represented by a councillor with responsibility for
Broadstone. I would therefore like to see Twin Oaks Close become part of the proposed Broadstone
& Merley Ward. I cannot see the logic of placing roads which are so close to the hub of Broadstone
in the Creekmoor Ward which residents feel no affinity towards.
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Comment text:
My comments relate to Parkstone, Penn Hill and Canford Cliffs, the area I am most familiar with.
The shape and area covered by all 3 wards bear no resemblance to geography on the ground. The
Luscombe valley is a break in housing so Liliput should be excluded from Canford Cliffs ward and
included in Penn Hill.This would also get rid of the stupid narrow part of Penn Hill Ward to the
harbour. However there is an alternative way of cutting Parkstone and Penn Hill. Instead of a
North/South split there should be split East/ West which represents reality on the ground. North of
Penn Hill Ave or the railway should be in Parkstone and South of the railway eg Whitecliff and
Lower Parkstone should be in Penn Hill. If this is too big a change then the footpath behind Alton
Road should be the boundary between Parkstone an Penn Hill.
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Comment text:
The overall proposal for 76 councillors having having approximately 4000 electors each is sensible
and balanced. I support this. I also support the electoral commission's proposed boundary for my
own ward, Canford Cliffs.
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Comment text:
I don't agree with these changes i feel we will definitely be worse off it will be money down the
drain I definitely want to stay. as we are !
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Comment text:
Areas of Dorset in Bournemouth and Poole are not covered. We are in BH12, for example,
Branksome.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

09 July 2018 13:54
reviews
Re: Boundaries

I live in Broadstone and I am under Poole Borough Council
Sent from my iPhone
> On 9 Jul 2018, at 09:44, reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk> wrote:
>
>
>
> Are you able to let me know which local authority you are currently under so I can log your
comment with the correct review officer?
>
> Kind Regards,
> Lucy Porter
>
>> Lucy Porter
> Review Assistant
> LGBCE
> 1st Floor Windsor House
> 50 Victoria Street
> London
> SW1H 0TL
> 0330 500 1291
>
>
>
> __
> How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
>
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From:
> Sent: 06 July 2018 15:58
> To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
> Subject: Boundaries
>
>
> I want the boundaries to stay as they are now!
>
> Regards
>
> Sent from my iPhone
1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

16 August 2018 16:08
reviews
Fw:

To Whom it May Concern,
I strongly oppose any proposals to align
Harbour View Road with Oakdale. This is a Lower Parkstone
address and has been since the 1880's. We moved to this area at our expense
. Also this proposal
could potentially lower our property value by thousands.
I will seek legal advice if this matter is progressed further.
Kind regards

R
m

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

10 July 2018 09:49
reviews
Proposed boundary changes Poole

We are extremely concerned about the
proposed changes to boundaries for voting.As our address shows we are Broadstone.We shop
there,our doctors are there,we belong to the British legion in Broadstone,our dentist and bank is in
Broadstone.The proposed change to Creekmoor Ward would be pointless for us as we don’t visit
it in any form either business,pleasure or shopping.
We have had this situation before and the voice from our area was total our wish is to remain in
Broadstone for council voting purposes.
There would be no point in voting for councillors in an area we have no contact with.
We trust that you will listen to what the people want not what may be politically correct.
Yours sincerely

Sent from my iPad

1

Opposed to inclusion of Whitby Avenue in Creekmoor ward. I
consider it to be Broadstone and never go to Creekmoor.

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

10 July 2018 23:10
reviews
Pine springs - Broadstone bH18

I am not happy about the possible change in boundaries again!!!!!!!
I really did not expect to fight my corner every few years!!!! Bored now!!!
Why should things change ?
Oh yes. Cost cutting. !!! Really need to change who I vote for!!!!!!
Please reimburse me on the loss of making my property less sought after. !!!
I have backed everything Broadstone.
Really feel part of that area - not Creekmoor!!
Sort it out!!!
Thanks
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

10 July 2018 16:27
reviews
Attn: THE REVIEW OFFICER (BOURNEMOUTH, CHRISTCHURCH AND POOLE) LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR ENGLAND

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to register my objection to the proposed boundary changes in these areas. Not only a waste of time and
resources, but skillfully engineered to maintain concentration of likely Conservative voters in one area, and ensure
those most likely to vote for the main opposition party /parties are removed to outer wards (e.g homeless reliant on
temporary shelters, unemployed reliant on social housing).
How can a town which maintains it cannot afford to pay housing benefits or employ more local staff conceivably
justify spending a single penny on this venture?
Yours faithfully

Bournemouth .
Dorset
Sent with ProtonMail Secure iEmail.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

10 July 2018 21:54
reviews
Poole Boundries

Dear Sir
In my opinion the area North of Cabot Lane I.e. Waterloo should be included within the BH18 post
code as the facilities in Broadstone village are the local shopping point but we have no say in what
goes on in that post code

1
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
You haven't stated anywhere what the high level impact of these changes are i.e. how many
councillors are there currently and how many would there be if these changes are implemented. I
think most people want to see fewer councillors, to reduce the amount of wasted cost to the
taxpayer.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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Comment text:
I wish to remain part on Broadstone. My husband and I decided to settle here over 30 years ago
because it had a central area for meeting and shopping - Creekmoor does not have this. We have
always felt welcome and know many people. The schools and village were a great influence upon
our decision to move into Broadstone. The house prices were much higher in Broadstone but we felt
it worthwhile to get the sort of area we wanted. Creekmoor houses are cheaper therefore my home
would go down in it's saleable value. How do you propose to compensate me? The schools are
walkable from my home. Our Chambers of Commerce work hard to keep the Broadstone village a
pleasant and thriving area. I have found Creekmoor shopping area very unwelcoming and certainly
not a thriving place. I would never walk into Creekmoor area but walk daily into the Broadstone
village. We and our children consider ourselves Broadstone people NOT Creekmoor. Please please
leave our boundary lines alone.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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Comment text:
I do not consider that any ward needs more than one councillor and that councillor must live within
the ward. The current system does not allow councillors to represent the views of their constituents
and that is unlikely to change so councillor numbers should be kept to the minimum.
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Comment text:
We are extremely concerned to read about the proposed boundary review moving our road
Chetwode Way from Broadstone to Creekmoor ward.We have lived here for 11 years and always
considered ourselves to be part of the Broadstone community,supporting local shops and events and
using local facilities such as the leisure centre. We live a short walk from the centre of Broadstone
and have no connection with Creekmoor whatsoever.We are opposed in every way to the proposed
change.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am against putting my area Kingcup Close in Creekmoor. Want to remain in Broadstone. Using
Broadstone town center shops, libraries, swimming pool. My whole family GP practice is located in
Broadstone town center i.e the Hardleigh Practice. I feel very attached to Broadstone as a
community and hence would reject Creekmoor. I bought my house because it was in Broadstone. I
don't know much about Creekmoor and rarely go to Creekmoor.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
i cannot understand why Broadstone should be attached to Merley when there is an obvious link to
Corfe Mullen for some of us. Lancaster Drive where we live is the first bus stop down from Corfe
Mullen and just off the same road, on one side of a road the residents come under Poole Borough
and on the other side of the road East Dorset. It seems that part of a community will have ties
with an area which has nothing in common with another and no reason for any ties. Broadstone has
always been linked with Poole and Merley with Wimborne it looks as if an area has just been
shoved together with another for convenience of numbers for the voting. I reject this suggestion in
favour of Broadstone and Corfe Mullen link as many people living here have shared links, from
living opposite on another in one road to the refuse collectors from two councils who currently
'share' the same road. We have no immediate links with Merley at all. There should be a completely
different 'cut off' point, one than makes a lot more sense than continuing with part of one main
road being in one constituency and the rest in another, even more people on one side of the
residential road to the other. The road running up from Derby's corner roundabout to Queen Anne's
Drive seems a more natural cut off.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
We write in relation to the new Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council and Ward Boundary
Review; in particular to the proposal to move the area known as Pinesprings out of the Broadstone
Ward and into the Creekmoor Ward. We have lived in Broadstone for 28 years and consider
ourselves firmly as Broadstone residents. Our children attended Broadstone schools, we use many of
the Broadstone facilities and amenities such as the; doctors, library, sports centre, pubs, restaurants
and shops.

We have nothing whatsoever to do with
the Creekmoor community and consider ourselves to be wholly Broadstone residents so need to
remain as part of that community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
The Oakdale ward will be one Councillor down as many of the other wards in Poole will do as well,
reducing the democratic representation of the town inside The new Council chamber. This will
alienate voters and destroying any faith in the new Council

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
Listen to the people of Christchurch who voted no to the merger. We do not want all our green
belts to be used and swallowed up by Bournemouth and Poole. Too many councillors for
Bournemouth and Poole and not enough for protection in Christchurch. Listen to the residents!!!
Christchurch is also not there to financially bail Bournemouth and Poole out of their debts!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
It surpises me to say it but thus far you seem to have done a very good job.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Personal Details:
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E-mail:
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Comment text:
According to your indistinct map half of our road will be in Newtown and the other half in Oakdale.
It is impossible for me to see which ward we might be in because on the map the word OAKDALE
is right across our road Parkstone Heights. We go to Newtown and Parkstone frequently I know
nothing of Oakdale and feel the boundary should run along Ringwood Road. up to the junction with
Seaview Road. I detest the very idea of a of having anything to do with Bournemouth council whose
ability to WASTE money is sickening. I also believe that you, whoever you are, will not take the
blindest bit of notice of what any of us say. I do not want to be in Oakdale Ward. My vote is
informed by my locality and I live in Parkstone.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
when we bought our bungalow we bought it so we were in broadstone to use all the facilitys that
broadstone had to offer like shops ,cafes,restaurants,public swimming pool ,good library,nice cricket
pitch we definetly dont want to merge with creekmoor we have no interest at all with creekmoor '
there is nothing in creekmoor for us my adress is
.broadstone, poole ,dorset
and thats the adress i want to keep

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
Living in Oakdale I would say that the commissions proposals make a lot of sense in terms of both
geography and the number (3) proposed Councillors. The local Authority proposal was for a smaller
area and down from 3 to 2 Councillors. The Commission proposal gives greater equality in numbers
of electorate, the geographical boundary is larger but more in keeping with the obvious demarcation
lines. Moreover, it gives greater robustness in the number of members 2 to 3 to represent the
public in the Ward

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
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Comment text:
I am dismayed to find that once again the Broadstone/Creekmoor boundaries may be changed.
Approximately 2 years ago it was proposed that parts of Broadstone join Creekmoor and after
representation it didn’t happen. I suspect that Broadstone residents haven’t changed their minds
and wish to remain within the Broadstone wards. Broadstone has been well represented by
councillors Vicki Slade and Mike Brooke and a bond has been built that we would not have with
Creekmoor councillors. 25 years ago we moved to Broadstone because of the services and amenities
it has to offer. Good schools, village like atmosphere with plenty of facilities for all ages. Whilst if
the changes do take place I feel we would loose that affiliation to Broadstone because Creekmoor
does not have a central hub like Broadstone. I ask you to think carefully before making your
decision.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
Beech Wood Cose is close to the center of Broadstone, The residents routinely walk the very short
distance to use the Broadstone shops and facilities and doctors surgeries. There is no natural llink
to Creakmoor Broadstone way acts as a barrier, Please review and ammend this clearly stupid
proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
Whilst I do not have an issue with the majority of proposals I strongly disagree with the proposal
to move the Pinesprings area of the current Broadstone ward into Creekmoor. Having lived in
Pinesprings for 15 years (my parents still live there) I do not believe the community there has any
links to Creekmoor. For example, if we are visiting a supermarket, cafe, pub to socialise or even the
doctor we are registered with, all of them are in Broadstone. If you were choosing any local
amenity those in Broadstone are closer than those in Creekmoor and the Castleman Trailway which
runs along the Broadstone Way provides a quick and safe link for people to walk or cycle to
Broadstone within five or ten minutes. The Broadstone councillors are well known in the local
community, regularly walking along the Broadway on a Saturday and holding surgeries at the local
library. I do not believe that Pinesprings residents would change their shopping or socialising habits
to visit Creekmoor shops or local community centres/ libraries to meet their councillors and I do not
believe that these councillors would make the effort to visit facilities not on their 'patch' on the offchance they might catch some Pinesprings residents. Therefore the connection to ward members
would be automatically lost. The small roundabout at the bottom of Pinesprings, which is the
current ward boundary, is a natural divide between the Creekmoor and Broadstone wards. It is also
where the postal areas change and the two postal codes change from BH18 and BH17. Therefore I
strongly believe that this boundary should be retained as it is logical and fits with the local sense of
community. I hope you will give my views serious consideration. Kind regards

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Comment text:
It’s not necessary and definitely not wanted! The merger with Poole,Bournemouth and Christchurch
not wanted!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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Comment text:
I would like to make my opinion known regarding moving Kingcup Close from Broadstone to
Creekmoor. We can walk to Broadstone for our Dr/Dentist and local shops also to Church and to
vote moving this boundary is going to cause a lot of unnecessary upset! What about school
catchment areas! More cars on already busy roads having to drive to vote at creekmoor, when I
honestly have no interest in Creekmoor but very strong views on Broadstone where I live! Please
reconsider this.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
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Postcode:
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Comment text:
I do not wish for this amalgamation to go ahead as history as shown us that Bournemouth are not
good at balancing the books as you can see by their financial position. We should be left to do
what we do best i.e. Manage our accounts. We could look into saving money in both areas by
amalgamating certain costs.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

11 July 2018 20:08
reviews
Boundary change of Broadstone Pinesprings development to Creekmoor

Dear Sir/Madam
and was devastated to read that there are
proposals to change this area out of Broadstone, and into Creekmoor.
I understand you want to ensure each councillor represents approximately the same number of voters, but you
would be doing this at the expense of the interests of the local communities and ensuring representative
governance.
In the time we have been here, we have already felt part of the Broadstone community;












Regularly attending

Broadstone library, making friends there that we see each week,
.
I walk into Broadstone village at least once a week, usually more, to go shopping, and to have lunch with my
family and friends I have met.
All of my family attend The Harvey Practice GP Surgery.
We regularly attend Broadstone swimming pool
As a family, we all cycle into Broadstone along the Trailway, to have dinner at one of the many restaurants
in the Village e.g. The Goods Yard
Broadstone Table Tennis Club.
Broadstone park
We have attended
Broadstone community Centre.
We attend
Broadstone United Reformed Church, where we have made
friends we see regularly.
In terms of Post Offices, I always walk to the Broadstone Post Office to send parcels.

Comparatively I attend nothing in Creekmoor, not in terms of doctors, shops, leisure activities, toddler classes,
churches.......so a move to Creekmoor ward would not only feel alien, it would feel incorrect.
In terms of nursery and schooling,
son
with a plan to send him
to Broadstone First or Springdale First, both of which could alter their boundaries if the proposals to change wards
was passed. These were all key reasons why we chose Broadstone to live, and I'm losing sleep worrying that this
proposal will go ahead and our feeling of belonging, changes to a sense of displacement.
Interestingly I was born in Broadstone myself
and am looking forward to sharing these good
memories with my new family. This proposal threatens that security and fondness I have for this village. It also begs
me to wonder what kind of leaders we have in place that could sacrifice representative communities (some slightly
larger or smaller than others I admit) in government to gain some sort of numerical calculation that poses no
representation to how WE ACTUALLY live our lives.
Surely there are other ways to reduce the number of councillors? Can the communication channels open and let the
residents help you reach a solution that actually makes sense, but still hits your targets of less counsellors?
1

Equalising constituency sizes is costly in many respects. This change can cause electoral bias in itself,
instead of creating a perceived fairness. Is the effect of equalising constituency sizes worth the risk of
breaking up historical and social boundaries?

I will also be following the proposals and timelines very carefully to ensure our voices are heard, and that our votes
are well placed. Anything I can do to help this view be understood, I am willing to do, and to help take part in any
forums/chances to discuss alterior options.
Regards
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

16 August 2018 11:28
reviews
RE: Automatic reply: OBJECTION: Bournemouth Christchurch & Poole Ward Boundary Review
mid letter2.jpeg; mid letter1.jpeg

Further to my original email 11th July 2018 I would also like to bring to your attention / submit the following letter
which provides some very sound and rational facts as to why Pinesprings should be retained as part of the
Broadstone Ward and NOT moved into Creekmoor.
We echo the conclusions in this letter ie "Broadstone is a very strong Community, built around the current Ward
boundary and we should do everything we can to keep it as such".
Thank you

From: reviews [mailto:reviews@lgbce.org.uk]
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 9:42 AM
To:
Subject: Automatic reply: OBJECTION: Bournemouth Christchurch & Poole Ward Boundary Review

Thank you for getting in touch.
Your email has been received (including any attachments) and where necessary will be dealt with fully in
the near future. If it’s a review consultation submission you will receive an additional acknowledgment
notification once the relevant review officer has processed it.
Our privacy statement (link below) explains how we use and process personal data.
http://www.lgbce.org.uk/about‐us/privacy
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Owen, David
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

11 July 2018 11:12
reviews
OBJECTION: Bournemouth Christchurch & Poole Ward Boundary Review

Objection
As BROADSTONE residents affected by these proposals we want to formally register our strongest objections to the
BCP Ward Boundary change proposal because the Pinesprings development was made within the requirements of
the BROADSTONE PLAN in the mid 1980’s. That original core principle remains at the heart of our current objection
Key reasons for objection
 We are and FEEL Longstanding members/residents

of the BROADSTONE COMMUNITY

 As Broadstone residents, just voted in the referendum on the Broadstone Plan by way of our commitment to
promoting effective local government and representing our needs/views as BROADSTONE residents
 The Electoral Commission has previously accepted in 2002 & 2013 the recommendations of the Boundary
Commission for England, to retain all of the Pinesprings area in Broadstone Ward
 The Castleman Trailway remains a natural divide between the Broadstone and Creekmoor Ward areas and there
haven’t been any changes to the routing of the trailway
 Essential we continue to be served by our existing Broadstone Ward Councillors
Core Facts, Issue & Question
 Facts: CLARITY OF THE BOUNDARY – i.e. the Trail-way separating Pinesprings from Creekmoor - remains
the original, current and RATIONAL Boundary; The latest BCP proposal means our residence (Cowslip
Road) could fall under the Creekmoor Ward rather than the Broadstone Ward and we paid a premium on
our house prices given it was within the Broadstone Ward when we purchased it in 1997
 Issue: The residents are not raising concerns about a need to even up the resident to councillor ratio so
that we are more fairly represented e.g. we are NOT driving this proposed change
 Question: Given the above, i.e. residents not driving this change or who are unhappy with representation
under the current Ward Boundary, can the Council (BCP) define what benefits these changes will
ACTUALLY BRING for us as residents because REPRESENTATION is NOT a core issue?
We feel we are BROADSTONE RESIDENTS,for example:
1. Served extremely well by our Broadstone Ward Councillors and particularly have established a very long
standing relationship with the previous and current Lib Dem Councillors which we value
2. Our children AND Grand children attended schools in the Broadstone area
3. Involvement as a School Governor (alongside one of our BROADSTONE WARD Lib Dem Ward Councillors)
and Chair of PTA at Broadstone First School
4. Patients of Doctor Surgery and Opticians based in Broadstone since moving to the area in 1976
5. Collect regular prescriptions from Broadstone specific Chemist
6. Support the shops in the Broadway in Broadstone
7. Conducted Business Meetings in the various Broadstone based Hotels / Restaurants
8. Use Broadstone based Post Office, Banking, Professional & Financial Services
9. Use/used Broadstone restaurants & cafes together with Sports & Health facilities
10. Subscribed to Broadstone Community Magazines
Supporting background information
As longstanding members
of the BROADSTONE COMMUNITY, we feel the BCP proposal should not be
adopted in an attempt to resolve any imbalance due to any previous mismanagement of developments within the
Poole ward generally which may be contributing to this issue.
A Boundary Commission Review was undertaken in 2002 and re-enforced again in 2013, so these proposed WARD
changes have gone around the loop several times! On previous occasions, such changes have quite rightly been
rejected as commonsense prevailed e.g. the Electoral Commission accepting the recommendations of the Boundary
Commission for England, to retain all of the Pinesprings area in Broadstone Ward.
The views of Annette Brooke (MP at the time) on the 4th May 2002, during those original Boundary proposals, remain
valid. Annette Brooke stated in 2002 “The Pinesprings development was made within the requirements of the
BROADSTONE PLAN in the mid 1980’s.
Since the Boundaries were settled in 2002 Poole Leisure Services Dept spent a considerable amount of money
upgrading and re-landscaping the area of land that sits between the back of Pinesprings Estate and Upton Heath. This
social space is enjoyed by us together with Broadstone Community
residents.
1

Summary
Our original reasons given in 2002 - and reiterated in 2013 - for remaining within the current Broadstone Boundary
are still valid and, given the time spent as part of the BROASTONE COMMUNITY within THE BROADSTONE WARD since
then, have become even more embedded.
We are sure all of the residents affected by these proposals will share similar views and will rally to fight the BCP
proposal successfully, for the very sound and logical reasons we have stated here.
In light of that, we trust you will take all of their (and our) views fully on board and be kind enough to respect them
and respond to us regarding the objections raised.
So, as longstanding BROADSTONE residents affected by these proposals we want to register our strongest objections
to the BCP proposal and, AS LONGSTANDING BROADSTONE RESIDENTS we feel the only acceptable conclusion for
us is to ensure we remain within the current BROADSTONE WARD / boundaries, as we feel the current boundary
reflects the interests and identities we have within OUR local BROADSTONE community.

Thank you.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
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E-mail:
Postcode:
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Comment text:
I would like to object to the proposal to move Pinesprings into Creekmoor. As a Pinesprings resident
for more years than I can remember I have no connection to the Creekmoor community. My
daughter went to school in Broadstone and our school catchment school remains in Broadstone and
not in Creekmoor. Creekmoor residents' catchment school is in Creekmoor. If I ever need to pop to
the shops I would always go to Broadstone and not the shops in Creekmoor and I am registered at
a local doctor surgery in Broadstone. I socialise in Broadstone as everything is within walking
distance from my home and feel part of the community. My postal address is Broadstone and as
such I feel this is clear evidence that I am and should remain part of the Broadstone electoral
ward. Creekmoor residents have a different MP to Broadstone residents so again we are different
communities. I believe the ward boundary should remain where it currently is which is the first mini
roundabout at the top of Beechbank Avenue. This is a clear and natural divide between the two
wards and is also where the two postcodes - BH18 and BH17 split.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
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E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to object to submit an alternative proposal for the Broadstone ward. I believe that the
division for this ward between Creekmoor and Broadstone should be the roundabout on Beechbank
Avenue before Chaffinch Close. This would amend the ward boundary to include Pinesprings, as it
currently does. As a Pinesprings resident I have no links to the Creekmoor community so can see
no logical reason for changing the boundary. I am registered to a Broadstone doctor (not a dentist
but this is due to NHS availability and not choice), a member of the gym in Broadstone, regularly
shop in Broadstone, visit the opticians in Broadstone and generally feel part of the community. I
even chose a Broadstone residential home for my Father to ensure I could visit him regularly and
easily. My postal address is Broadstone and the postal address for Creekmoor is Poole. It is not
sensible to move Pinesprings into a ward with which it has no community connection. I hope you
will seriously reconsider this proposal and move the boundary to the natural BH18/ BH17 divide.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Please could you review the boundary proposal for Broadstone.

Pinesprings is wholly part of the Broadstone community and both my in-laws and their neighbours,
whom I have got to know well, use all the local amenities in Broadstone, including the shops, bars,
cafes, doctors and the library. It makes no sense for their councillors to then be from Creekmoor as
they are not part of this community. The natural divide for Broadstone/ Creekmoor is the
roundabout on Beechbank Avenue as you enter Creekmoor.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
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E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I think the proposed boundary changes make sense and should help to deliver savings to the
Council.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would welcome any change which would see a reduction of Councillors - who are now hilariously
named as "Cabinet Portfolio Holders" - they were just Councillors who sat on a particular Committee
back in the day! - and their workload distributed amongst the remainder - which I am absolutely
certain would be extremely easy and workable. Other changes which would ensure that the Council
Tay Payers' hard earned money is put to good and efficient use and stop being wasted as
undoubtedly it is at present. We need someone in charge who has proven skills at running an
efficient and profitable business which of course a Council should be!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
No thank you! I live on Whitby Crescent, in BROADSTONE and do not agree with your
gerrymandering. People who live East of Broadstone way fiercely consider themselves Broadstone
residents and do not want to be pushed over your pen line into Creekmoor. There is already a
strong movement seeking legal advice on the loss of value to properties that will come from your
meddling. I for one will join in to seek compensation from you if you push this through without our
agreement. This is a disgrace.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Myself and my partner bought our house on
just less than 2 years ago. We
had a lot of criteria that we both wanted met. The reason we bought our house is because it was in
Broadstone as houses here are generally more expensive and keep their value/increase and for the
school catchment area. If we become Creekmoor, this has defeated the whole point of us purchasing this
house in this area and if we wanted to sell and move to Broadstone we would lose money on our
purchase and may not even be able to purchase a house in our desired location. We have a 3 bedroom
detatched house that we bought for £327,000 in September 2016 and on Zoopla our predicted house
price in today's market is £348,000. Having looked at rightmove for something similar the prices are
around £300,000 or less for something in Creekmoor in today's market. This link shows the decrease in
house prices probably since you came out with this plan for Broadstone and the average house price -

This shows Creekmoor average house price (very different from Broadstone, in a bad way) https://www.zoopla.co.uk/house-prices/dorset/upton/creekmoor-lane/?
q=Creekmoor%20Lane%2C%20Upton%2C%20Poole%20BH17 From this you can see that there is
£100,000 difference between the Current Average Value between the two districts! If this plan is just to
equal out how many people cover certain areas, I feel that a whole change in post codes and moving
people from one district to another just for this purpose is going to cause more problems than it solves.
Not to mention the people who have purchased houses in Broadstone for the same reasons as us, could
end up in negative equity. Is this really worth it? You really need to consider the people and how much
this is going to change peoples lives. When we decide to have children I want them to go the best
schools which is the main reason for purchasing a house in BROADSTONE. Please consider my request
not to go ahead with this change, or adjust your plan not to move catchments around. If this goes
ahead we will lose a lot of money and will be back to square one to find our forever home. Kind regards

.
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Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I understand there is a proposal to change the boundary for Pinesprings area from Broadstone Ward
to Creekmoor Ward. My family and i strongly oppose this proposal for a number of reasons as
outlined below:- 1. We have lived in Broadstone for the last 20 years,
. Our decision
to move
, was mainly based on the Broadstone school catchment area and i believe
that the house prices reflected this at the time and still do today, in comparison with our
neighbours across the trailway. 2. My children have been brought up in the Broadstone community,
both attended Broadstone schools,
. 3.
4. All
of my family attend Broadstone doctors and dentists. 5. Saturday mornings we socialise in
Broadstone, shopping, having coffee etc and contribute hugely to the small shop economy. I feel
that there is a natural divide of wards with the Trailway cutting between Broadstone and Creekmoor.
This leads from the centre of Broadstone (roundabout), right down to Upton Country Park Round
about and i strongly feel that this should remain the boundary. The impact on us as a family would
be significant. Our children are growing up and at some point we will want to relocate to a smaller
property, remaining in the Broadstone area. If the change of ward goes ahead, this will significantly
impact on Pinesprings house prices to the detriment and consequently impact any plans we might
have to move within Broadstone. After 20+ years in the area, i am extremely anxious about these
proposals and do not feel that there is a good enough reason to have such an impact on so many
Broadstone residents.
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Comment text:
. I wish to give my view
on the proposed ward cxhange for my location in Broadstone ward to Creekmoor ward. I think this
is a bad idea, in that I am within 10 minutes walk of Broadstone centre where the Polling Station is
for all of my elections. If you move my area into the Creekmoor ward, it will cause me to have to
walk at least 2 miles or more each way to get to a polling station. You need to consider that the
Broadstone area is predominantly a retirement area, and people of my age (70's) will be very
greatly discriminated against by this proposed change. It will mean that when we go to vote we will
either have to drive, ( If we are still able to drive ), catch a bus (into and out of Poole bus station,
making 4 journeys) or get a taxi which will cost a lot. Consider that as we get older this kind of
hassle will cause a fall in the number of people of my age range who will be voting, even if they do
want to vote. It is a bad idea that has not been well thought out, and will lead to a decrease in the
number of voters.
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Comment text:
The extension of Oakdale over the dual carriageway to Upton Country Park feels a bit odd. Living
close to Upton Country Park (but in Purbeck territory) it would make more sense for it to be
included in Creekmoor. Extend Creekmoor down across the dual carriageway and into the water to
meet Hamworthy on the railway line.
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Comment text:
I am appalled and very upset at the proposals to change ward boundaries for the southern area of
Broadstone which would include Beech Wood Close
I am totally opposed to this
change, and l categorically wish to remain within the Broadstone Ward. If l had wanted to be within
the Creekmoor ward l would have purchased a property there, but l didn't because I wanted to be
part of Broadstone. I think it is totally unrealistic to have even suggested this ludicrous proposal, I
see no benefit whatsoever to your ridiculous scheme, amalgamating and changing boundaries will
change nothing Leave boundaries as they are, and put your time and resources to better use
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Comment text:
Dear Review Board, The voters of Broadstone previously overturned a suggested change to move a
number of us into the Creekmoor ward. At the time ours was the only council boundary change to
be rejected. The reasons this change was unacceptable have not altered, and here we go again.
Last time, the suggestion was to split our community in two along Pinesprings Drive; this time it's
the whole estate that is being threatened with a move. No. No. No. The proposed change is a clear
case of political gerrymandering (again), as a predominantly Tory council seeks to split strong LibDem wards, thereby increasing their own council seats. Here in the Pinesprings area (I am in
Dogwood Road), our community belongs, and fully intends to continue belonging, to the town of
Broadstone. Physically, the ward boundary is very clearly defined to the west of Broadstone Way by
the Castleman Trailway. As a community, all our services are in Broadstone (library, doctors and
dentists, churches, sports centre, schools, and shops) This is a community of good neighbours
bonded together with strong ties to the town, and as a whole we refuse to be placed in a nearby
council ward simply to satisfy an exercise in numbers management or, worse still, political
manoeuvring of this nature. A town does not necessarily contain a set number of voters, and
produce one school class every year. In spite, or possibly even because of, the larger than average
ward size, our Lib-Dem councillors Mike Brooke and Vikki Slade have done, and continue to do, the
most amazing job of supporting and standing up for Broadstone, including Pinesprings. The last
time this happened, our now retired MP, Annette Brooke DBE, was instrumental in resisting the
nonsense of requiring equal numbers of voters per ward. The change to larger councils and
authorities does not provide any better excuse for this kind of arbitrary and pointless upheaval. I
fully expect the suggested change to be rejected. Sincerely,
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Comment text:
Could Corfe Mullen, West of Roman Road be included with Broadstone. Many residents shop and
visit churches, sports centre and clubs in Broadstone, and have more in common with Poole than
rural Dorset.
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Comment text:
Dear Sir or Madam, We live in
and have done so since 1989 from when these
houses were first built. We purchased here because we wished to be in Broadstone, a sentiment
which still holds true today. We support our coucillors wholeheartedly in their proposal to keep our
home within the Broadstone Ward Boundary. Vikki, Mike and before she retired, Annette have been
our coucillors and representatives over the last 29 years with whom we have built a strong bond
and who we trust implicitly to represent our interests and welfare, which they have done without
fail. We do not want any other. Also it would seem a straighted and less complicated/contrived new
boundary would be from the Lower Blandford Road, into Chetwode Way, then North on Kitchener
Crescent, then along Hillbourne Road to York Road, across York Road and then along Northbrook
Road and straight across Broadstone Way into Creekmoor. We hope and trust you will take notice of
our and many others with similar views on board and not implement your proposal to alter our
ward
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Comment text:
We
strongly feel we are part of the
Broadstone community as we shop,bank and belong to the local bowls club.we do not understand
why after belonging to a community for 26 years we should now be moved to somewhere that we
feel no affiliation with,our postal address is Broadstone Dorset and we strongly feel this is where we
wish to stay,also the councillors we have do a good job and we would like to keep them.we would
like our feelings to be known regarding this matter and not think that no-one is listening to our
views as from speaking to other residents the general consensus is that we all wish to stay in
Broadstone.
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Comment text:
The conurbation must have wards with three or four members elected by single transferable vote.
Only then will we see a Council for the conurbation whose membership truly reflects the views of
our electorate. Let's start right! Please review urgently.
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Comment text:
We wish to object to the proposed boundary changes for Broadstone which would move Pinesprings
, Sundew road etc... to the Creekmoor ward. 1. Since moving to the area 12 years ago we have
enjoyed a "Broadstone" community spirit unlike any other place that we have lived in the British
Isles. 2. We totally support the shops in Broadstone as they are unique in the fact that they are
thriving with proper butchers,bakers and fruit and veg shops.Very few areas in the country can still
boast that. We feel proud to say we live in Broadstone and support what it has to offer 100%. 3.
We have 2 superb councillors who work tirelessly on our behalf and are not faceless wonders. 4.
Being part of Broadstone is important not just to ourselves but also all of our neighbours. 5. To
split us away from Broadstone would be a travesty just to balance numbers. The general feel good
factor and sense of belonging more than outweighs the desire to balance numbers. 6. Surely if our
local community are happy with the current boundary then surely so should the commission be. 7.
If the boundary is allowed to be changed then there will be a lot of angry residents who feel they
have not been listened to.
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BH18 8JE local authority boundary change.

Dear Sir
My wife & myself have been residents
for close to 30 years, we have been advised by our local
councillor that your organisation is proposing a boundary change that would result in our locality being moved into
the Creekmoor ward. Seemingly, this is based upon the fact that we are close to the existing Creekmoor boundary
which, if my memory serves me, was established not very long ago, that logic would see Creekmoor expand up to
the centre of Broadstone in the not too distant future.
It is surely essential that local politics are closely aligned to the community it serves, your proposal in no way meets
that criteria. Broadstone centre is a ten minute walk away, (three minutes by car), this compares to around 25/30
minutes walk, (10 minutes or so by car), to get to Creekmoor. We visit Broadstone centre pretty much every day,
we rarely visit the centre of Creekmoor, (Library/Church/shops), it is somewhere we pass by unless we have
donations for the charity shop.
This proposal about where we vote,
part of Broadstone both physically and emotionally, we most
certainly would not wish to swop a ten minute walk to our voting station in Broadstone for one in Creekmoor ward
even if it were the same distance away, because we have absolutely no affinity with the Creekmoor community and
thus it would seem wholly inappropriate to cast our vote in that ward.
Please reconsider your proposal

ery much part of the Broadstone ward.
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Comment text:
This does not concern us we voted to stay independent of Poole and Bournemouth 84% we don’t
want any changes.
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Comment text:
The boundaries seem fine, I just don't see the need to have any more than one Councillor for each
ward, what will the do that one can't?? If I was suspicious I'd say this was a way to allow most of
the existing councillors keep their jobs. Please take it down to one per ward.
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reviews
Re: Bournemouth, Poole, Christchurch Boundary Review

Dear Sir / Madam
It's come to my recent attention in the local press that once again the Pinesprings area of Broadstone (Sundew,
Spindle, Dogwood, Cowslip) is being suggested to be moved from the Broadstone Ward to Creekmoor.
I, and my family, must strong object to this proposal.
We are very much part of the Broadstone community, with both of our kids are very happy at two schools located in
Broadstone, we frequently used the coffee and grocery shops in Broadstone as we are able to walk and cycle safely
(off the roads) ‐ something we cannot do to Creekmoor. Additionally
use the Broadstone Library as
well as all
using Broadstone Sports Centre on a regular basis,

We previously lived in Creekmoor for 8 years, however we specifically choose to live in Broadstone for the reasons
above.
I look forward to you adding my objection to any official consultation.
Kind Regards

‐‐
Andy Storey
Prendas Ciclismo
Prendas: Web | Twitter | Instagram | Facebook
My Links: Twitter | Facebook | Linkedin | Web | Strava
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Comment text:
I
wish to stay in Broadstone. I was born in Broadstone 77 years ago and
would like to end my days in Broadstone. I use all the local shops, the buses, the doctors, the Post
Office, members of my family live in Broadstone and I would like to remain part of the village.
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Comment text:
I am disappointed and concerned with the proposed boundary changes for
, Broadstone,
My husband and I have lived at this address for over 9 years; before that, my
Grandmother lived here for over 15 years. In total, I have been a resident for 36 years, moving to
Broadstone with my family when I was 9 years old and attending the local schools. I even
remember the field which is now the residential area known as Pine Springs (will this stay in the
Broadstone boundary?) As a family, we have been heavily involved in Broadstone over the years -

appreciate that, even if the political boundary changes, I will still be living in
Broadstone, but when I vote, I vote with Broadstone in mind, not another area that I don’t actually
live in. Broadstone is my home, has been for many years and I hope that will remain the same for
many years to come. I will be utterly disappointed if our political boundary is changed and hope
that you will consider these points.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
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reviews
Fw: Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole Electoral Review

To: <reviews@lgbce.org>
Subj: Fw: Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole Electoral Review

Date: 23/08/2018 19:59
To: <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>.uk
Subj: Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole Electoral Review
/8The Local Goverment Boundaries Commission
Dear Sirs
We have recently received a letter from the local Conservative Party organisation, urging us to comment on the
proposals to take the area of Pinesprings out of Broadstone ward and re‐locate in with the ward of Creekmoor.
They feel, as we do, that this is a disgraceful proposal with little or no thought for the residents of Pinesprings and
feel that any changes proposed should retain Pinesprings within the ward of Broadstone.
The local Conservative and Liberal representatives both want Pinesprings to remain part of Broadstone, which
shows that they have been listening and agreeing with the strong feeling that has generated within the residents of
Pinesprings.
We have already made our representation to the Boundaries Commission, via the local Liberal Party ( Unique No
3883).
To add to the points made in the earlier representation to the Commission dated the 12th July, over the past five
weeks it has become noticeable just how strong the feeling has become within the Pinesprings and Broadstone
residents to fight the proposal put forward to take Pinesprings out of Broadstone.
Broadstone is our natural shopping and social hub. Broadstone is undergoing a gentle regeneration at present and
we, along with all the residents of Pinesprings still want to be part of that.
When Pinesprings was created some 26 years ago, it naturally geographically fell into the Broadstone ward. The
original railway line from Broadstone to Upton and the original Poole station providing a natural dividing boundary
between Pinesprings and Creekmoor.
I have gone to great depths in my previous representation to the Commission, to highlight the significant social and
financial disadvantage to all the residents in Pinesprings, should it be moved into the ward of Creekmoor, which
certainly will result in legal action being taken by the residents of Pinesprings should the proposed changes be
implemented.
1

In conclusion the majority of the residents of Pinesprings have purchased their properties, with full knowledge that
they were in the Broadstone school catchment area. This related to them paying a premium price for their homes,
which would have been substantially more than a similar house in Creekmoor. Having revued house prices for
houses in both areas and spoken with property personnel, if Pinesprings were to be put into the Creekmoor ward
and not be in the Broadstone catchment area any more, the value of their house would fall significantly. This is in
addition to the other amenities that residents of Pinesprings are entitled to at present, that maybe affected if
Pinesprings is not longer in the Broadstone ward.
Please refer to my previous representation, unique No 3883.
Yours sincerely
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

20 July 2018 08:37
reviews
Boundary Changes BCP

Dear Sir/Madam
I am looking at the latest set of changed to wards in the newly created Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole
Council and it appears that Branksome is to be abolished along with Borough of Poole. Initially it was going to be
Branksome West and Branksome East joining to create a Branksome Ward, which made more sense as we have a
Branksome railway station. However, Branksome West and Branksome East fall into two separate constituencies
both having different Members of Parliament, so I was wondering how that would work. Now I see that there will be
no Branksome Ward and West and East will be going into the Alderney and Bourne Valley Ward, which once again
are in a different constituency to Branksome West.
Would it not help to make things a little more clear on the interactive map:
https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/13247 if you added the current wards and the current constituencies, so
that people can see the actual changes rather than seeing just the new ward layout?
I am presuming that the boundary changes will mean that some people will suddenly find themselves with a
different member of parliament, which is not the one they may have voted for, so I think if this is the case then it
needs to be made much clearer to those affected.
I am also presuming that because of the ward changes there will be a need to also change the constituency
boundaries as well and if so then people need to be made fully aware of any changes regarding their current
constituency. Things certainly need to be made much clearer than they are at present, so that the electorate can
respond accordingly in this boundary change consultation
at the moment the changes are as clear as mud to me, especially in regards to who will be the MP for Branksome
West residents after the changes.
Best regards
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